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This the legally binding agreement that applies between the School and Loop. 
 
1. PERIOD OF AGREEMENT 

This agreement commences on the date that the School pays us the above subscription fee and                
continues for a period of 12 months from that date (Subscription Period). 

Each time the current Subscription Period ends, it will automatically renew for a further of 12 months                 
unless either the School or we have notified the other of non-renewal by no later than 30 days before                   
the end of the current Subscription Period. The subscription fee for each further Subscription Period               
will be payable by 14 days after the renewal date and will be the same amount as for the current                    
Subscription Period unless we have notified the School of a revised subscription fee by no later than                 
60 days before the renewal date. 

2. TEACHERS 

In this agreement “Licensed Teacher” means an individual registered as a user of the Loop App in                 
the teacher category who has also linked themselves with the School via the Loop App.  

The process of registering as a Licensed Teacher requires that the teacher (in their personal capacity)                
first agree to our Terms of Service, Privacy Policy and End User Licence Agreement) and then link                 
their Loop registration to the School using a code that we provide to the School. 

The School can allocate the number of Teacher Licences indicated above as it sees fit by providing                 
the relevant code and may reallocate them (e.g. if a teacher leaves the school). No refund applies on                  
account of the School allocating fewer Teacher Licences than the number indicated above. 

As described below, via the Super Admin the School can also remove a Teacher Licence from any                 
Licensed Teacher at any time. Removal of a Teacher Licence automatically results in the teacher’s               
subscription reverting to a standard free subscription, the teacher ceasing to be linked to the School,                
less functionality being available to them and possible loss of groups created by them on the Loop App                  
(collectively referred to as “Delicensing Consequences”).  

3. STUDENTS 

In this agreement “Licensed Student” has the meaning corresponding to the above definitions of              
“Licensed Teacher”. Corresponding processes for registration with Loop and linking to the School also              
apply, however there is no limit on the number of Licensed Students that can be linked to the School. 
 
4. SUPER ADMIN 

The School can have only one Super Admin. The Super Admin must be a Licensed Teacher and will                  
have access to administrative functionality that includes the following: 
● assign any Licensed Teacher as a leader (Leader); 
● access a list of all Leaders, Licensed Teachers and Licensed Students and all Reports (see               

below); 
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● remove any person as a Leader; 
● remove the link on the Loop App between any Licensed Teacher or Licensed Student and the                

School, resulting in the Delicensing Consequences applying to them; and 
● cause a Licensed Teacher to replace them as the Super Admin. 
 
5. LEADERS 

Loop provides reports during the Subscription Period that can be accessed in-app by Leaders based               
on permissions assigned to them by the Super Admin (Reports).   The Reports include: 
● periodic reports on the aggregate level of various types of usage of the Loop App by Licensed                 

Teachers and Licensed Students (none of which can be tracked to an individual user); 
● the number of times during a calendar year that a specific Licensed Teacher has asked students                

certain template questions selected by the School; and 
● whether or not a particular Licensed Student has responded using Loop during the Subscription              

Period. 
 
In addition, via the Loop App, Leaders may ask Licensed Teachers and Licensed Students questions               
and will receive the individual responses provided by them (Experience Responses). 
 
6. USER DATA 

Our Privacy Policy provides various protections regarding information about students and teachers,            
including that: 

● the only information that we collect from students to register with Loop is their name and email                 
address; 

● we do not sell or rent student or teacher information; and 
● we do not advertise on the Loop App. 

All intellectual property in any information, responses, feedback or other data of any kind submitted via                
the Loop App by a Licensed Teacher or Licensed Student (User Data) is owned either by the School                  
or the relevant Licensed Teacher or Licensed Student, not us. They grant us a licence of their User                  
Data, subject to our Privacy Policy, under the Terms of Service that they agree with us. To the extent                   
that the School owns any intellectual property in any User Data, the School hereby grants us a                 
non-exclusive, irrevocable, perpetual, transferable licence to copy, use, modify, sublicense and adapt            
all User Data in any way that is not inconsistent with our Privacy Policy. 

Despite the above (and apart from access to Reports and Experience Responses), in accordance with               
our Privacy Policy only Licensed Teachers and Licensed Students (and not the School) will be entitled                
to access the corresponding User Data. Without limiting our obligations under our Privacy Policy,              
User Data is not confidential information of the School. 

Loop does not, and is under no obligation, to vet or censor any User Data. Any user can, however,                   
report issues to us regarding any misuse of the Loop App, in which case will work constructively with                  
the School to investigate or otherwise address the misuse, subject to our legal obligations to others,                
including under our Terms of Service and Privacy Policy. 

 7. TERMINATION AND EXPIRY 

We may terminate this agreement immediately by notice to the School if the School does not pay a                  
subscription fee by the date when it is due. 

The School may terminate this agreement by notice to us if we notify the School of a change to this                    
agreement under clause 7 and that change is unacceptable to the School. The School must give us                
the notice before the change takes effect. 

Either the School or we may terminate this agreement if the other breaches this agreement and the                 
breach is not remedied within 14 days of a notice to the party in breach specifying the breach and                  
requiring it to be remedied (if capable of being remedied). 
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On termination or expiry, no subscription fees are refundable to the School and after a grace period of                  
14 days we may remove the links of all Licensed Teachers and Licensed Students to the School and                  
the Delicensing Consequences will apply.. Leaders may download Reports and Experience           
Responses at any time before the grace period ends. 

Both the School and Loop will cease to have any further obligations under this agreement 
upon its termination or expiry, except that clauses 5 and 6 will continue to apply. 

 8. WARRANTIES AND LIABILITY 

To the extent permitted by law: 

(a) except as expressly provided in this agreement, all terms, conditions, warranties and 
representations (in each case whether express, implied or otherwise) relating in any way to 
the Loop App or its use, teacher or student subscriptions, Reports or any other goods or 
services provided in connection with this agreement (collectively referred to as the Subject 
Matter) are excluded; 

(b) any liability of Loop in connection with the Subject Matter or this agreement under any term, 
condition, warranty, representation or statutory right that by law cannot be excluded is, where 
permitted by law, limited at the option of Loop to the minimum obligation or cost permitted by 
law; 

(c) we exclude any warranty that the Loop App will be error-free or continuously available to any 
user (but Loop will use reasonable endeavours to remedy any error or unscheduled 
unavailability of which Loop becomes aware); 

(d) we exclude any liability to the School for or in relation to any User Data, or any misuse of the 
Loop App by any user; 

(e) all liability of either party on any basis (including negligence) is excluded in respect of any 
indirect or consequential liability or loss suffered or incurred by the other party, in relation to 
the Subject Matter or otherwise under or in connection with this agreement, and in any event 
(including where amounting to a direct loss) for any lost profits, revenue, goodwill or data or 
corrupted data, even if a party knew or should have known of the possibility of such loss or 
corruption; and 

(f) without limiting any of the above, the maximum total amount (other than the School’s liability 
for subscription fees) which either party may recover from the other in respect of all losses, 
costs, expenses, liability, damages, interest or fees (Losses), whether in contract, tort, under 
statute or on any other legal basis, during any Subscription Period in connection with this 
agreement or the Subject Matter is the amount of the corresponding subscription fee for that 
period. 

The School indemnifies us against all Losses incurred by us in respect of any demand, claim, cause of                  
action, suit or proceeding (Claim) against us by a third party (including any Leader, Licensed Teacher                
or Licensed Student) which is related to, arises out of, or is caused by any action or omission of any                    
Licensed Teacher or Licensed Student, except to the extent that the Claim relates to a breach by us of                   
this agreement or our Terms of Service. We will notify the School as soon as practicable of any Claim                   
for which it proposes to claim against the School under this indemnity. Paragraphs (e) and (f) above                
do not apply to any liability of the School under this indemnity. 

9. CHANGES 

As part of our program of continuous improvement, from time to time we may modify the Loop App                  
without prior notice to the School, but will not ordinarily cause a material reduction of the overall                 
functionality of the Loop App. 

We may amend this agreement in any way at any time. We will give the School notice of the change                    
in accordance with clause 8. The notice will state when the amendment takes effect. The amendment               
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will not take effect earlier than 14 days after the date on which we issue the notice, except in                   
circumstances that we decide are exceptional. 

10. NOTICES 

Any notice or other written communication given under this agreement by the School to us (or vice                 
versa) must be sent by email to the following address, unless either party notifies the other of a                  
change of the relevant address. 

School: The email address registered with us for the current Super Admin 

Loop: support@loophq.io 

11. MISCELLANEOUS 

This agreement is the entire agreement between the School and us concerning the Subject Matter.               
Any prior arrangement, agreement, representation or undertaking is superseded and, except as            
expressly provided, each party acknowledges that it has not relied on any arrangement, agreement,              
representation or understanding not expressly set out in this agreement. 

This agreement is to be construed according to, and is governed by, the laws of Victoria, Australia.                 
The parties submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts in and of Victoria in relation to any                  
dispute arising under this agreement. 

12. LOOP AND LOOP APP 

In this agreement “Loop” (or we or us) means Loop Platform Pty Limited ABN 66 086 210 344 and                   
“Loop App” means our mobile device applications and related services that, amongst other things,              
enable teachers and students to communicate with each other, and our website that provides similar               
functionality.  In addition, “including” and similar expressions are not words of limitation. 
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